The practicalities of a modern land administration system require some means of boundary adjustment (or repair). Of the possible mechanisms it is concluded that an alternative to adverse possession, statutory encroachment, is preferable to part parcel adverse possession.
Introduction
In the last decade a number of jurisdictions have abandoned the application of adverse possession to their registered land title systems: Malaysia and Singapore in the early 1990s and Hong Kong is at present considering legislation to do so (the 2003 Title Registration Bill) . By doing away with adverse possession these jurisdictions are giving up a valuable tool suitable for providing for adjustments in the location of land parcel boundaries. This is because part parcel adverse possession is widely utilized to provide for boundary location adjustment or repair. Additionally, Tasmania (2001) and England (2002) have legislated to severely restrict adverse possession so as to render part parcel adverse possession impracticable and thus unavailable in all but the most unusual circumstances. This has occurred despite Tasmanian and English recognition of the value of boundary adjustment and the role played by part parcel adverse possession in facilitating boundary adjustment.
Given the moves away from adverse possession, this paper considers the need for boundary adjustment and suggests that adverse possession is not inimical to registered title, and further, statutory encroachment is a feasible alternative to part parcel adverse possession.
Experience throughout a number of jurisdictions utilizing registered land title indicates the need for some mechanism wherein small adjustments in the location of the boundary should be permitted. Pursuant to the law of real property inherited by the common law jurisdictions from England this has been mostly provided for by * Malcolm Park has Masters degrees in both Science and Law and was a practicing barrister for a decade prior to undertaking his PhD studies in 1999-2003. extending the principles of adverse possession to part only of a land parcel. An alternative means of providing for such adjustment is that of statutory encroachment wherein a specialized adjudicator is empowered with wide discretionary powers to resolve disputes involving small encroachments across a boundary into the adjoining lot. This paper suggests that those jurisdictions not allowing for such boundary repair procedures are deficient because they fail to address the issue of boundary location discrepancies and provide some simple mechanism for resolving the problems arising from such discrepancies. Thus, the Australian Capital Territory (in Australia), Singapore and Malaysia and possibly Hong Kong, and more recently, Tasmania and England, are such jurisdictions.
The need for a repair mechanism

The extent of the issue
Differences between true (de jure) and occupational (de facto) boundaries are well recognised in the literature (Dale 1976, 22-23; Dale and McLaughlin 1999, 51) . Similarly the prevalence of such discrepancies is also well recognised (Simpson 1976, 141-142; Dale 1976, 22-23; Wallace 1994) . Dowson and Sheppard (1952, 81) estimated that five per cent of land parcels can be expected to change materially in outline, shape, and area annually. These changes do not give rise to the compensation provisions of the registered land title schemes as the assurance funds do not compensate for the loss of a land parcel through adverse possession even where the loss is occasioned by reliance upon the register. Further, the assurance fund does not "guarantee" against shortfalls in the actual area or dimensions being wrongly shown in the register or the certificate of title (Sim 1971, 141-142) .
With few exceptions most of the jurisdictions utilizing land title registration have included some means of adjusting or "repairing" the boundaries of a land holding. Notable exceptions are the Australian Capital Territory and the city state of Singapore. It is currently proposed that Hong Kong will also dispense with adverse possession (including part parcel adverse possession). It may well be that these small and highly developed affluent jurisdictions are better able to utilise modern surveying techniques to the extent that such boundary discrepancies do not arise or arise less often. Further, both the island states of Singapore and Hong Kong are mostly of high rise development with a correspondingly fewer number of on-ground conveyancing transactions.
In evidence before the Tasmanian Law Reform Commissioner in 1994 (LRCT 1995, p 22) , that States's Recorder indicated that one in twenty properties in Hobart have problems associated with their boundaries while the 1998 Victorian Parliamentary Law Reform Committee received evidence from the Land Registry that of approximately a half million dealings per annum in the late 1990s, there were some eighty (or so) for part parcel adverse possession applications (VPLRC 1998, 143) .
A possible qualification to the Victorian experience is that the law in force does not necessarily require an application to finalise or complete acquisition of land, that is, there may be many more instances that have not yet been brought to the attention of the Registry because there is no compulsion to notify the Registry and, furthermore, some instances may involve affected persons (occupiers of the abutting parcels) remaining unaware of the existence of a discrepancy in the boundary location.
An added complication arising from the Victorian Land Registry figures is that the law operating in Victoria does not require the adverse occupier to apply to be entered upon the register. Consequently a proprietor whose land has been encroached upon is unable to apply in their own right to "shake off" that portion of their land to which their title has been extinguished (ibid 148). It follows that there are instances of successful acquisition of title by adverse possession which are not necessarily known to the registry office or not known at this time.
The suggested benefit flowing to the Victorian community is that check surveys are rarely undertaken, unlike in New South Wales where "a check survey is virtually mandatory for a purchase of property" adding at least several hundred dollars to the cost of conveyancing (Registrar of Titles, Submission Number 21 dated 13 March 1998, ibid Appendix A). This conclusion was in accord with an earlier conclusion of the Law Reform Commission of Victoria in its 1987 report (LRCV 1987, 10) .
The two alternative remedies are described by Simpson (1976, 155) : the rule of adverse possession is of great practical convenience permitting the acceptance of the boundary as it appears on the ground without obtaining a possibly expensive expert survey corroboration that the boundary corresponds exactly with that shown on the registry plan. This is "what you see is what you get" (WYSIWYG) (Barrie 1976, 257; Wallace 1994; Ruoff 1957, 38) . Wallace writes of "repair" as a secondary function of possessory titles and adverse possession.
Otherwise the prudent purchaser may possibly incur further expense in calling for a competent boundary or title survey to show that what he or she sees on the ground is in accord exactly with the plan. The "considerable expense" is an added transaction cost that may well inhibit the land market. It is clear that Simpson favours the advantage of long-term occupation supported by adverse possession with regard to boundary variations.
The other approach is to rely on an accurate survey (Davis 1971, 92) , a solution also made in an earlier edition of the Davis text that was dismissed as "complacent" by Simpson (ibid 156) . That the advice regarding accurate surveys remained in the second edition (published after New Zealand introduced the partial concessions in favour of adverse possession in 1963) shows the necessity of an accurate survey where the introduction of adverse possession in that jurisdiction was restricted to whole parcels only. This is required where there is no recognition accorded to occupational boundaries where they differ from the true boundary.
The UK Law Commission has recently recognised the role of adverse possession in rectifying misplaced boundaries as has the most recent edition of a leading English real property text (Megarry and Wade 2000, 235-236) . The 1998 Law Commission report asserts that "most cases of adverse possession are in fact boundary disputes" (Law Commission 1998, ¶ 10.15 ).
It may be that the best argument favouring occupational boundaries over true legal boundaries is the immense practical difficulties of restoring the true legal boundaries, for example, in the Brisbane sub-division referred to by McClelland (2001) involving "serial" encroachments where all the lot boundaries in the sub-division are displaced horizontally. This pragmatic argument is the one least advanced in support of part parcel adverse possession yet may well be the only tenable rationale.
It is instructive to note that the provincial legislature of Saskatchewan in Canada has not acted upon the recommendation of that province's Law Reform Commission which concluded that the importance of possession as a basis for title had been eroded since the introduction of title registration and that the notion that possession can create an interest in land ought to be abandoned (LRCS 1989, 25) .
How important an issue?
Summarising the submissions received by it, the Victorian Parliamentary Law Reform Committee made the observation that boundary fence disagreements make a significant category of neighbourhood disputes which are highly charged, emotional, and angry and lead to acrimonious and prolonged litigation (VPLRC ibid, 127) .
Another means of assessing the extent of the problem is the importance attached to it by the community. A legal issue that may only directly affect very few members of the community may inflame the passion of those In the United Kingdom, the Law Commission reports record "hostile public criticism" (1988, 24) , "growing public disquiet" (2001, 30) , and "considerable public disquiet" (2001, 301) with regard to adverse possession, both whole parcel and part parcel.
The conclusion is drawn that the extent of the problem is small in the number of persons affected but large in the amount of heat generated.
An opposing view
Another mode of resolving the boundary location discrepancy problem is to leave well enough alone, that is to refuse to recognise any but the true and correct boundary. Where the occupational boundary does not coincide with the correct location then it must be relocated to conform. Such a mode does not allow for flexibility when the issue arises and may impose an unreasonably disproportionate burden upon some or all the parties affected.
Providing a means of resolution in advance of the problem arising is desirable.
Origin of the discrepancy
The history of such boundary location discrepancies in the Australian jurisdictions owes much to poor surveying techniques in the nineteenth century (Arter 1960-61, 112) . However, the source of the discrepancy is mostly irrelevant. If there is a discrepancy the problem requires resolution although it is may be necessary to attribute cause or fault in seeking to tailor a suitable solution.
Primarily, the cause may be attributed to a mistake or blunder or negligence on the part of a professional surveyor charged with the responsibility of setting out (on the ground) the boundary of the land holding. This is particularly prevalent with regard to surveys undertaken many years ago where the technical qualifications and standards were lacking and the then available techniques have since been much improved. Other sources may be attributed to careless builders and others dislodging correctly located survey markers and proceeding further without appreciating the need for the proper re-establishing of the location. That a jurisdiction does not permit a "repair' mechanism does not of itself preclude the necessity arising. For example, while for many years Queensland did not permit any variation from the "correct" boundary location, this did not prevent the arising of major discrepancies in a sub-division located in Brisbane (McClelland 2001) .
The discrepancy does not necessarily arise from inaccurate older surveying practices and techniques. The Victorian Committee considered the increasing risk of encroachment arising from the modern practice of creating title prior to the building of multi-density developments ("off the plan" strata title sales) wherein advantages accrue to both the developer and the purchasers (VPLRC 1998, 125) . This prompted the Committee to recommend that consideration be given to the adoption of legislation in Victoria similar to that of the NSW
Encroachment of Buildings Act 1922.
In New South Wales, the long-standing prohibition against adverse possession of registered title land prompted this judicial dictum from Justice Harvey in a lawsuit involving a disputed boundary location:
It is to my mind one of the great flaws in the system of the Real Property Act that there is no provision analogous to the Statute of Limitations by which long-continued possession crystallises a title. The result under the Real Property Act is this, that if at any length of time you can get a sufficient number of surveyors sufficiently positive to come and make a case to the Court to re-establish old surveys, no matter how long and how uninterrupted the possession may be, the Court may have to tell the proprietor, "You have been in possession of the wrong land all these years, and you have not got a title by possession because the Act does not allow you to have a title by possession. 
The place of adverse possession in boundary discrepancies.
Little has been written regarding adverse possession of part only of a parcel. Thus the variation of boundaries associated with part parcel adverse possession has been dealt with, if at all, as within adverse possession generally. See, for example, Powell-Smith (1975, 15) The modern law of adverse possession arose in the early nineteenth century and can be traced back as far as the reign of Edward I in the thirteenth century. Prior to the law reforms of 1833 adverse possession was only applicable to whole parcels of land and was a means of resolving disputes between the legal heir and an opportunistic usurper. Occupation of part was deemed to be occupation of the whole (constructive occupation).
Another way of describing the 1833 reforms would be to suggest that the older forms of adverse possession were concerned with excluding (or shutting out) the rightful owner while the reform allowed for the extruding (or thrusting out or dispossessing) the rightful owner (Torrens 1881, 23) . The first involves preventing a rightful owner from entering into possession while the latter involves the eviction of the rightful owner after that owner has entered into possession. Lord Plumer in determining a law case in 1820 (before the 1833 reforms) concluded that " [t] he individual hardship will, upon the whole, be less by withholding from one who has slept upon his right, and never yet possessed it, than to take away from the other what he has long been allowed to consider as his own, … " (Cholmondeley (Marquis) v Lord Clinton 1820). Thus it is suggested that part parcel adverse possession has only arisen since the 1833 reforms to the law of real property. Part parcel adverse possession was but an extension to the existing law of adverse possession (of the whole parcel).
The place of adverse possession in a registered title system
There exists a general perception that the principles pertaining to adverse possession cannot be incorporated within a registered title system without abandoning logic. Canadian provinces that have adopted registration of land title. There is no conflict in these jurisdictions because of a refusal to recognise one of the two principles which give rise to the conflict. The basis of the prohibition against adverse possession in these jurisdictions was the conflict with the principles of registration of land title, that is that title based upon adverse occupation is inconsistent with a system of title registration.
Where title acquisition founded upon adverse possession is permitted within a land title registration system, some jurisdictions recognise the overriding nature of the interest (although not recorded in the register) and there are others that only accord recognition of the title acquired by adverse possession after the title has been entered into the register. Victoria and Western Australia are jurisdictions which permit the unrecorded title based upon adverse possession to override the title of the registered proprietor while New South Wales, South Australia, and Alberta (among others) are jurisdictions that require title based upon adverse possession to be entered into the register before such title is recognised.
The previous analyses of the conflict involved with adverse possession in a registered title system have been based upon the perceived existence of only two types of registered title systems: one that prohibits adverse possession and the other that permits it. In the first type there is no conflict while the second admits a conflict arising from the contradictory nature of the two concepts. However, a preferable analysis should recognise that between these two types, there exists a third which recognises title based upon adverse possession only after such title has been registered by entering the adverse occupier into the register as the registered proprietor. Thus of the three types of registered title system, only one is in conflict when adverse possession is included and it is concluded that this type should be nominated as a quasi-registered title land system because registration is not an essential requirement. There is no conflict between the two principles in those registered land title systems which recognise adverse possession only after the interest based upon adverse possession has been registered. There is no conflict between the entry in the register and the occupier of the holding even if that occupation was initially adverse to the interests of a past registered proprietor. It is only where adverse possession is recognised without the requirement that it be registered that there exists a conflict. The conflict is that of recognising an unregistered title in a registered title system. A corollary of the conflict is the retention in the register of the extinguished title of the dispossessed registered proprietor. The recognition of title based upon adverse possession without the necessity for registering that title is not consistent with a registered land title system while the recognition of title based upon adverse possession with that title necessarily being registered is within such a system and consistent with it. Where such title must be registered before it is accorded legal recognition the conflict is more apparent than real. There is no conflict.
That the register is paramount is "one of the fundamental principles of Torrens' system" which would necessarily be violated by permitting off-register overriding proprietary interests to be upheld (Dowson and Sheppard 1956, 131; Davis 1971, 44) . A similar conclusion is implicit in the discussion by Kerr (1927, 9 and 252) . There is an inherent conflict between a title registration scheme that purports to disclose all property interests in the register and the recognition of undisclosed off-register overriding interests that prevail over the interests of the registered proprietor notwithstanding the indefeasibility provisions of the registered title systems. However, this is not the case in those jurisdictions that accord recognition of title based upon adverse possession only if such title is registered. Such a title is not an undisclosed off-register title. Such a title is disclosed upon inspection of the register.
The conflict is more apparent in a registered land title system wherein the whole purpose of registration is to provide a curtain beyond which title investigation is not desirable, is unnecessary, and in most cases will not be possible (Ruoff 1957, 11) . The curtain principle provides that the register is the sole source of information for proposing purchasers who need not and, indeed, must not concern themselves with trusts and equities which lie behind the curtain and are not disclosed by the register (Gibbs v Messer 1891, 254; Wolfson v RegistrarGeneral 1934, 308) . The importance of the curtain principle is that it is the act of registration that confers title.
Thus the title registration systems are title by registration rather than registration of title (Breskvar v Wall 1971, p 385 per Barwick CJ; Lutz v Kawa, pp 24-6 per Laycraft JA).
The requirement that the register is paramount, Ruoff's curtain principle, and that the system of registration by title rather than registration of title are only alternative expressions to that of Palmer's fourth criteria (1996) cited by Dale and McLaughlin (1999, at 42) ; that because the statute guarantees that the title is not affected by anything not shown on the register, it is not only unnecessary but also impossible to establish a right in the land by any other means (ibid citing Simpson 1976) .
In summary, it is concluded that it is necessary to require registration of title irrespective of the manner of acquisition of title, and, where title is accorded recognition without registration, that is the possessory title overrides the registered title, such a system can only be described as a quasi-title registration system. The system currently in force in Victoria and Western Australia are thus quasi-title registration systems. Thus it follows that the conflict between adverse possession and registered title is apparent only and consequently is merely a paradox. There is no conflict between the two where the title founded upon adverse possession is required to be registered before it is accorded legal recognition.
Thus it is suggested that there is no impediment to the incorporation of part parcel adverse possession into a registered land system as a means of resolution of boundary location problems so long as the land so acquired be entered into the register. Failure to register is failure to complete the acquisition.
Alternates to part parcel adverse possession
Statutory alternative -encroachment
Predating the introduction of registration of land title there was accorded some legal recognition of real property rights founded upon informal and irregular occupation. De Soto (2000, 105-140 and 150-1) describes those rights gained by the North American pioneer settlers who took up land holdings outside and ahead of the advancing jurisdiction of the then governments. That is, these pioneer settlers occupied land that was not subject to any law at the time of settlement. Later, when government and the reach of law extended into those areas settled by the pioneers it was politically expedient to recognise the long enjoyed informal occupation. In part this recognition was based upon the expenditure of time and effort and money in developing the holding. For the newly established government to deprive the occupier of long standing would in effect be a confiscation of property. The legal recognition of these de facto land holdings applied to whole holdings and provided recognition to established occupiers without the necessity of displacing another landholder or competing claimant. The legal recognition of one landholder was not at the expense of another -this was not the resolution of a dispute between two opposing parties. This recognition of rights acquired by de facto settlement and occupation was likened to the acquisition of property in a wild animal by its taming. Whereas there is no property in a wild animal, property in such an animal vests upon its capture or taming in the person performing the capture or taming.
This recognition of property acquired by the expenditure of effort by the settler and subject to no other claim was later extended to instances where "justice" demanded the recognition of such rights even where there did exist opposing claimants. For example, a mistaken occupation of another's land and the subsequent improvement of that land at the expense of and by the mistaken occupier.
Although there have been instances where a court has provided a remedy between opposing claimants where there has been mistaken occupation, in the main the courts have declined to make such determinations without legislative authority. It is not within the common law making powers of a court to take property, in this case land, from one disputant and award it to another. Pursuant to statutory authority conferred by the legislature this power may be characterised as "statutory encroachment".
As an alternative to part parcel adverse possession, statutory encroachment has been adopted in many of the jurisdictions that do not permit adverse possession, either whole or part parcel. This involves encroachment across a boundary by an improvement to the bare land parcel. Conversely it is noteworthy that several jurisdictions that do allow part parcel adverse possession also permit statutory encroachment (Western Australia and Alberta) while the Australian Capital Territory (and Singapore and Malaysia and that currently proposed for Hong Kong) permits neither.
The relevant differences are that encroachment does not depend upon the passage of a time period; the court administering the statute is empowered to award compensation to the landholder whose parcel is diminished by the encroachment, the encroachment is required to be more substantial than mere occupation and the court administering the statute is provided with wide discretionary powers to do justice between the parties according to the circumstances of each case. A factor to be considered by the court is a consideration of the circumstances leading up to the building of the encroachment. Thus an honest but mistaken belief in the location of a boundary will be looked upon more favourably than a cavalier disregard and infringement of the proprietary rights of a neighbouring landholder.
Australasian approaches to encroachments and improvements
In Australia, similar "mistake of boundary" legislation was not introduced until comparatively recently. The Australian approach to this problem was a result of the expedient survey methods used in opening up the new colonies with the consequence that the boundary locations were not precise. Such imprecision led to landholders mistakenly encroaching beyond their holdings onto those of their immediate neighbours. The perceived harshness of the common law of real property regarding encroachments then led some jurisdictions to enact legislation conferring a discretionary power on the courts to determine boundary disputes by considering all the circumstances and seeking to do justice. In referring to the 1944 South Australian legislation, Justice Wells considered the law existing at the time of its enactment to better explain the intent of parliament. The legislation has as its principal aim the placing "in the hands of the Court adequate and flexible powers to enable it to do more nearly complete justice between adjoining owners than was formerly possible" (Clarke v Wilkie 1977, 136) . Thus the parliament had altered the law which had previously "led to some unseemly wrangling and to the making of some orders that for one reason or another were less than ideal" (ibid). Similarly Justice Carter of the Queensland Supreme Court considered that state's legislation and inferred the intent of parliament to be that of best adjusting the legal rights of those affected by encroaching structures (ex parte Van Achterburg 1984, 162).
As a basis for considering the various encroachment statutes the Encroachment of Buildings Act 1922 (NSW) is
representative. This legislation permits either of the adjoining owners to apply to the court for relief where one owner has erected a building or other improvement of a permanent nature which encroaches onto the adjoining parcel. The range of powers available to the court is wide. The Court can order the demolition of the encroaching structure, payment of compensation by the encroaching owner to the adjoining owner, the conveyance, transfer, or lease of that part of the adjoining owner's land to the encroaching owner, or the grant to the encroaching owner of an easement over the adjoining land. The court is given wide powers and a variety of remedies are available thus allowing the court to do "justice" in all the circumstances of the case before it.
Further the court is empowered to award compensation reflecting the "culpability" of the encroaching land owner -compensation is minimal in cases of unintentional encroachments without negligence on the part of the encroaching owner while increased compensation is payable where the encroaching owner is unable to demonstrate lack of intent to encroach or negligence.
A further limitation upon the use of statutory encroachment is that the encroaching structure must be erected on two adjoining parcels and intrude from one parcel into the other. This will be the usual case where there has been some mistake or error in ascertaining the correct boundary location. However, where the boundary location error is large, the mistaken proprietor of a parcel may erect a building wholly within an adjoining parcel. This is what occurred in the Amatek case (1993) where the intention of the landholder was to erect several buildings within its own parcel. However, being mistaken as to the location of the boundary, these buildings were actually erected wholly within the adjoining parcel. The resulting legal determination was that there was no encroachment from the correct parcel on to the adjoining parcel and the remedies under the Encroachment of Buildings Act were not available to the mistaken owner. The jurisdictions of Western Australia, Queensland, Manitoba, and New Zealand provide for such mistakes of title in addition to encroachments while South Australia provides only for encroachments. It can be concluded that statutory encroachment may not always provide a remedy for boundary location discrepancies where the discrepancy, error, or mistake is large. Statutory encroachment permits either of the parties affected to make application seeking a remedy. This overcomes a demonstrated disadvantage of part parcel adverse possession where only the adverse occupier is empowered to apply and if the occupier declines to do so, the encroached upon proprietor is left with a known and apparent blemish on his or her title which cannot be rectified without the assistance of the adverse occupier.
Under part parcel adverse possession, the encroached upon proprietor is left without a remedy.
The inter-relationship between adverse possession and statutory encroachment
In general, the inter-relationship between part parcel adverse possession and statutory encroachment is that of alternatives, that is that most jurisdictions allow adjustment in boundary location pursuant to one or the other but not both. Exceptionally, Western Australia (and Alberta) permits both without restriction. While South Australia permits both part parcel adverse possession and statutory encroachment, the limitations upon adverse possession are such that statutory encroachment is the only practicable remedy available in that state.
Queensland also permits both but where a statutory encroachment application may be made, adverse possession A surprising approach to the two modes is that of New South Wales. Having legislated for statutory encroachment in 1922 and whole parcel possessory titles in 1979 there can be no doubt that the NSW legislature was fully aware of the problems posed by boundary location discrepancies. It is noteworthy that the participants in the 1979 debates failed to express any view as to the need for part parcel adverse possession when there had already been a means of resolution for over sixty years. Similarly, at the time of writing the report upon which the 1979 possessory titles amendments were based, the report's author failed to refer to the 1922 encroachment statute. The report's author was at pains to justify the inapplicability of his recommendations to less than whole parcels and provided four arguments supporting his conclusion (Grimes 1976, 25-7) . It is anomalous that the report failed to argue that the existence of the 1922 Encroachment of Buildings Act removed any necessity of applying the proposed adverse possession provisions to part parcels. The four arguments advanced by the author were laboured and ponderous and lacked the persuasive force that would be conveyed by a reference to the already existing 1922 statute.
Statutory alternative -presumptions
Another alternative is the statutory recognition of the de minimis rule ("the law does not concern itself with trifles") where, in Victoria pursuant to the Property Law Act 1958, the dimensions of the boundaries of a land parcel are construed as though the phrase "a little more or less" was appended to the dimension unless expressly negatived: section 272. The section imposes a limit such that a deviation less than the limit will not permit litigation arising from the deviation. The limit is 50 mm for boundaries of length less than 40.30 metres and a ratio of one in 500 of a boundary of length exceeding 40.30 metres. This provision is not wholly satisfactory in that the bar against litigation is confined to vendor and purchaser and the parties may agree to dispense with the provision. South Australia has a similar provision in its registered title statute permitting the Registrar to make amendments to the register without the need for consulting with the affected parties. The Registrar cannot proceed where the proposed amendments exceed these limits unless the affected parties are notified and permitted to make representations. These provisions are not directly relevant to the resolution of discrepancies in boundary location -these provisions are founded upon redefining the possible problem so that it is no longer a problem, the discrepancy being sufficiently small that there does not exist an unacceptable discrepancy.
Statutory alternatives -rectification by the Registrar
Other provisions in the Victorian Transfer of Land Act 1958 permit an application by a proprietor to have the relevant certificate of title amended to show the boundaries on the certificate coincide with the land actually and bona fide ("in good faith") occupied by the proprietor: section 99. Additionally sections 102 and 103 confer upon the Registrar the power to correct entries in the register to rectify boundary discrepancies arising from errors in measurement. These latter powers of correction are not sufficiently wide to encompass the common boundary errors or discrepancies where a boundary fence or building has been mistakenly erected off-boundary.
Similar powers of correction are conferred upon the registrars in the other jurisdictions with registered land title schemes.
Conclusion
We conclude that the registered title legislation is deficient in those jurisdictions (the ACT, Singapore, and Malaysia and the Hong Kong proposed system) in not providing some means of resolving boundary location discrepancies. Our conclusion is also applicable to Tasmania and England. We offer the suggestion that at the minimum these jurisdictions should include provisions for statutory encroachment within their registered land title statutes.
